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Assisted Living Homes in Arizona feel targeted, and 

their Residents feel disregarded. 
In 2019, Arizona had about 1,801 Assisted Living Homes, 

currently Arizona has only 1,624 ALH’s. The numbers continue 

to drop every month while other Senior Living Communities 

continue to grow significantly as predicted based on the need. 

Hundreds of Veterans and Older Adults with Disabilities left 

homeless and/or forced to relocate multiple times due to what 

Health Care providers say are Harsh, Unnecessary, 

Discriminating and Unsubstantiated Enforcements. Hundreds of 

female and minority owned small businesses are being shut down causing them to lose their livelihood. 

Many more caregivers are losing their jobs and are afraid to work.  

Assisted Living Homes are still recovering from the Pandemic, repairing themselves from financial hardship, 

struggling with the staffing crisis and competing with other settings to provide a higher quality of life for their 

Residents. Arizona’s low-income housing has a 5-year waiting list, at the moment ALH’s are some of the only 

Facilities in Arizona accepting Older Adults with certain disabilities and level of care as well as low income 

and/or no income until ALTCS is approved to provide financial assistance with housing. If the state of Arizona 

shuts down the remaining 1,624 facilities who will care for the 14,000 seniors living in these facilities? Nursing 

Homes are almost full and have a capacity of only 4000, Assisted Living Centers are at high capacity at around 

29,000. Based on Mayor Gallego’s housing plans for 2030, in Phoenix alone around 20,000 more beds will need 

to be added to try to accommodate our Aging and Disabled Population. Why isn’t Arizona working together 

to help these small businesses and protect the vulnerable adults living in them from Displacement, 

Transitional Trauma, Decline and Death? 

• In 2021, local Fire Fighters advocated for new legislation imposing on Assisted Living Homes and 

accusing them of excessive 911 Calls, unfortunately we cannot find any substantial evidence and when 

asked their reports were from a Large Senior Community not ALH’s. Local Fire Fighters and 

Paramedics continue to deny Older Adults with Disabilities the right to Emergency Services and a trip to 

the Hospital but only after reprimanding the facility even if the Resident was the 911 caller. Most of 

these 911 calls are directed by the Resident’s Primary Care Provider, The Resident and/or their 

Representative. Though former Arizona Governor Doug Ducey signed a bill prohibiting 

Paramedics from diagnosing a patient and/or persuading a patient from going to the Hospital, 

Seniors continue to be denied access to the care they need. 

• For years local health plans from Arizona Health Care Containment System like Banner, United and 

Mercy Care regularly force Seniors with Disabilities once approved to move to a different setting that’s 

contracted with their plan instead of giving the Resident a single case agreement or they deny senior 

coverage because they don’t live in an Institutional setting. Why isn’t the Fair Housing Laws protecting 

these Vulnerable Adults regardless of where they choose to live, especially if their Physician has signed 

an authorization form allowing them to live in a setting that is not an Institution? Many Residents and 

their loved ones feel the local and State Agencies and Health Plans Policies are not acting in their 

best interest but have their own Agenda which in their opinion should not supersede Federal Laws 

pertaining to ADA and Fair Housing.  

• Also in 2021, the Arizona Assisted Living Homes Association hired an Elder Law and ADA Attorney to 

file an injunction against the City of Mesa, families also sent complaints to the Center of Disability Law. 
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The City released new ordinances targeting only Residents in an Assisted Living Home Setting and 

limiting the Facility’s licensed capacity. Though multiple attempts were made with the Mayor, City 

Manager and Zoning departments all meetings were refused or ignored, all the reports we could find 

released for these ordinances were for Sober Living Homes not ALH’s. Seniors were issued evictions 

due to the ALH’s Annual Fire inspections being denied. Facilities reported they were instructed to evict 

all Residents that were bed bound or cannot exit in an Emergency without assistance in order to pass 

their inspection. To date, no one has been injured or hurt due to a fire in an Assisted Living Home 

setting. News Reports and letters from these vulnerable adults to the Governor’s office and Attorney 

General’s Office still go unanswered. Seniors with disabilities declined due to the trauma and a veteran 

died while awaiting a response from the state. Unfortunately, the City of Mesa still denies most 10 

bed facilities and are forced to drop to a 5 bed. For these small business owners to keep their doors 

open they must choose which 5 Seniors to evict and which 5 Seniors to keep. 

• Since the pandemic, The Arizona Department of Health Services has issued harsher enforcements and 

revocations on Residential Assisted Living Homes while giving Assisted Living Centers or Nursing 

Homes a Civil Penalty for the same Deficiency. Health Care Providers working in ALH’s remain 

confused why they are losing their businesses, their livelihood and their Residents are forced to move 

out. Enforcements are written similar to, “We feel that the Operator gave us misleading information 

therefore posed a risk and a threat” and is revoked. Many operators are reporting AZDHS is denying 

them a right to a Hearing and instead they are given agreements to sign or face further action, 

agreements that many feel AZDHS already breach. Other operators say their requests for the 

Departments new Interpretations of the Statutes from AZDHS Surveyors and the Attorney General’s 

office have gone unanswered. Recently many Hospitals in Arizona face challenges with timely 

discharges due to Facilities reporting they are afraid of enforcement, so they are refusing Residents 

without a Power of Attorney Signed or a Quantum Blood Test. Many Healthcare providers believe the 

Department should enforce only the Rules not their own opinions and give the facilities a chance 

to submit a plan of correction for minor deficiencies. 

Assisted Living Homes are non-medical and many of the incidents happening that we all hear about in the news 

are not in their setting, so why are they being targeted? Most of the Facilities are owned or operated by 

immigrants and hundreds of them are concerned by the way they are being treated in Arizona. Assisted Living 

Homes Operators and Staff work around the clock to care for their Residents, so many of them provide home 

cooked meals and focus on mental health and companionship not just physical health. Many families and 

Residents love their home away from home. Many Operators don’t understand how the local health department 

is not substantiating their enforcements, being so harsh and not giving written interpretations so that operators 

know what’s a rule and what’s not. 

 

Assisted Living Facilities, their Residents and other Healthcare Providers have started to meet and 

discuss their similar concerns, these complaints are rapidly growing, but they remain hopeful that with 

Arizona’s new Governor and Attorney General they help collectively have a voice to stand up for their 

rights and start making some changes that benefits the vulnerable and aging population in Arizona.  

 

 
 


